
Mission - the value of water

1. Why ... ?

2. Why ... ?

Because ...

3. Why ... ?

Because ...

4. Why ... ?

Because ...

5. Why ... ?

Because ...

Our final why

Because ...

5 Whys ActivityAdd your 
sticky 
notes

why should 
we value 

water

because of all 
the things it 

powers - 
including us!

why is 
powering 

things (and us) 
important?

quality of 
products 

(including us)

really conscious of the 
deepness of the 

conversation - quite 
quickly asking 'what is 
the meaning of life?'

it's a pertinent 
point as water 
is so essential

why is the 
quality of 
'products' 

important?

trying to move 
away from the 
importance of 

human life

axiomatic!

self 
preservation 

(don't want to 
'trade down')

If we hadn't seen 
such riches we 
could live with 

being poor

why is 
consumption 
important?

the impact 
on the 

environment

how can we 
picture not 

having water?



We wouldn't waste Evian
Affluent

Middle age

teenagers/20s
Male & Female

Dog owners

Urban Large housing

Based on house pricingWasteful
Sports people

Social status

Influencers
convenience 
purchases

brand loyalty

Perceived quality

Plastics and waste - don't care

Taste



Barriers Ideas to overcome them

money

Care:
psychologically 
distant from the 
wasting of water

cost of 
water

don't think 
£ think 

value

metering



Accelerators Ideas to use them

money More 
tangible

if tap water was 
the same cost as 
evian - how would 

you use water 
differently?

brand

smart 
meters!



Words

how do 
we listen 

to the 
experts?

we need a 
clear message 

that doesn't 
go stale on 

repeat

need 
sustained 
behavioral 

change



cost value 
(shake the last 
drip of petrol 

out)

Music

Value of Water Inspo
Spotify

availability?
legacy?

value for me?
future value?

emotional 
triggers

when would 
you flush 

evian water 
away?

intrinsically 
valued

v
unders
exactly 
water is

pe

restricting the
volume of 

water that can
be used

restricting the 
volume of water 

that can be 
thrown away

g able to see 
volume of 

er that goes 
rough our 



the 4 Es
Expectations

Example
Encourage

Enforce





2020 Italian Grand Prix: Race Highlights
YouTube

The SKY is no limit for HIGH-FLYING dance troupe X1X

Crew! | BGT 2020YouTube

2020 Baku Trampoline World Cup - Highlights Synchro

and Tumbling competitionsYouTube

Jellyfish Aquarium ~ Relaxing Music for Sleep, Study,

Meditation & Yoga * Screensaver * 3 HOURSYouTube

Relax 3 Minutes - Rainforest Animals, Waterfall and Rain

SoundsYouTube



Title

Why is this the freshest &
most compelling direction?

Summary

what's the 
value of 

YOUR water?

Tap
Brain
Plants
Rivers
lakes
Sea

cost
it's not 

free



Understanding the value of water through the value that
 we place on other liquids

mass market. Everyone uses water, everyone does 
these things

Change or influence people's perception of 
water

we value these 
things as 

we've paid for 
them

you wouldn't 
pour your 

money down 
the drain

understanding 
of the real 

value of water

sense of 
accomplishment 
with every drop 

NOT wasted

your perception of 
the value of water
you wouldn't flush 

your Evian

don't waste 
it.

it all adds up

everything 
that comes 
out is water 
into a glass

finish your pint
last drip of petrol

Last droplets of face cream
Squeeze out the last of the 

toothpaste
Add water to handwash

Get the last bit out the ketchup 
bottle

spare pennies in a jar


